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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome back everyone!  Next we’ll discuss what 3-A is and the role that it plays in hygienic equipment design.  We’ll go over the different standards and practices, properly use of the symbol, and how to go about getting symbol authorization for your equipment.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each of these - standards, practices, the symbol - are all different facets to 3-A.  We’ll take a look at each of them individually to see how they interconnect.  Let’s start at the top with sanitary standards.



3-A Sanitary Standard Document

➝ Sanitary Standards establishes minimum sanitary (hygienic) 
requirements for equipment:
⇾ Design
⇾ Materials
⇾ Fabrication
⇾ Installation

➝ Assures adequate public health protections 
➝ Primary source of sanitary criteria for 3-A Symbol

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each of the 3-A Sanitary Standards establish the minimum requirements for a specific kind of equipment.  For instance, pasteurizers have a different set of requirements from rotary pumps, and that’s because they are different pieces of equipment that serve different purposes.  They are used differently, possibly at different points in the production process, and so have different risks associated with them.  The standards establish requirements covering the materials of constructions, the design and fabrication of the equipment, and frequently requirements for their installation or use.We do all of this in the interest of public heath.  Yes, the FDA and USDA and other health inspectors go into facilities and do all of their checks, but the 3-A sanitary standards provide the necessary guidance to equipment manufacturers to meet the requirements of those health inspectors.  Following the standards is how one gets symbol authorization, and that symbol is a mark of assurance to both the inspector and the end user that this is a quality piece of equipment that will meet all of the sanitary or hygienic regulations.



3-A Sanitary Standards
➝ 3-A Sanitary Standards are developed jointly by:

⇾ 3-A SSI 
⇾ United States Public Health Service (USPHS) / 
⇾ United States Food and Drug Administration (USFDA), the 
⇾ United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the 
⇾ European Hygienic Engineering & Design Group (EHEDG). 

➝ Used on a voluntary basis by:
⇾ Equipment and machinery fabricators
⇾ Processors
⇾ Regulatory agencies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 3-A standards don’t just materialize from thin air, nor are they just written by some guy sitting in his basement, sort of like I am.  They are developed by 3-A SSI working in conjunction with the Public Health Service, the FDA, the USDA, and EHEDG, 3-A’s European counterpart.  3-A standards themselves are not regulations, they are not required to be followed.  Their use is strictly voluntary.  However, some regulations, such as the Pasteurized Milk Ordnance, do require that certain pieces of equipment meet the 3-A standard, which, at that point, you’ve already done 98% of the work so why not get the symbol, but anyway…  They are voluntary, but strongly preferred by both processors and the regulatory agencies.



Content of a 3-A Sanitary Standard 
Document

Defines scope

Provides hygienic definitions

Provides normative references

Specifications for hygienic materials of construction

Requirements for hygienic fabrication

•Instructions for installation, maintenance and cleaning

Engineering Design & Technical Construction File

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The standards themselves are actually very simple, with generally only a handful of rules.  If you are familiar with other industrial standards, like the ASME boiler code, I can assure you they are nowhere near that involved.  They first will clearly define their scope, most of which you can glean from the title of the standard itself.  For instance, the Tank Cleaning Device standard covers tank cleaning devices and not television sets.Next, they will provide normative references, such as if the equipment requires any welding, it will reference the AWS Welding standards, which is a nice and polite way of saying, “don’t be bad at welding.”  Normative references may include other 3-A standards as well.  This is particularly common on larger pieces of equipment, where multiple devices each with their own standards may be involved.They all provide hygienic definitions, just in case you’ve already forgotten what a product contact surface is.Criteria for materials of construction are then described, followed by specific design and fabrication requirements.  If necessary, installation, maintenance, and cleaning requirements will follow.  There may be additional information in the appendix.  The appendices are informational only, they are not hard and fast rules, more like guidelines, but there is good information in them.  They do also provide some additional information about generating the engineering design and technical construction file, or EDTCF, which we’ll touch on in a little bit.



Purpose of the 3-A General Standard

➝ Acts as a general hygienic specification for 3-A Sanitary 
Standards

➝ Provide consistent language for:
⇾ General hygienic requirements
⇾ Common definitions
⇾ Common normative references
⇾ Common hygienic reference

➝ Consolidation common hygienic information in Appendix
➝ Simplify writing of 3-A Sanitary Standards

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to all of the Equipment specific standards, there is the 3-A General Standard (also known as the General Requirements or the GR).  The GR is an overarching standard of hygienic requirements.  It is the base or “A”-Level document to which all other standards reference.  The propose of the General Standard is to provide commonality amongst all of the standards, so they are all using common definitions and references, and in many cases, consistent wording.  The GR helps not only maintain consistency across the various standards, but it also aids in writing new ones.  



Sanitary Standards
➝ Scope is targeted to specific to a 

type of equipment
➝ 3-A symbol can be applied if 

compliant 

➝ References the General  Standard 
for
⇾ Generic hygienic requirements
⇾ Generic References and 

definitions
⇾ Simplifies and provides 

consistency when applicable

➝ Defines special hygienic 
   

General Standard

➝ Scope is not specific to type of 
equipment

➝ 3-A symbol cannot be applied

➝ Used as a reference for 
Sanitary  Standards 

➝ Generic in nature
➝ Provides consistency in 

references
➝ Provides consistency in 

definitions
➝ Provides consistency in 

language
  

Difference between Sanitary Standards and General 
Standard

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are some very important differences though between the GR and the sanitary standards.  The General standard is not specific to a type of equipment, ergo, you cannot get a 3-A symbol for something from it.  I cannot get a symbol for electric guitars just because I built them to the General Standard.  The GR is a reference document and very generic.  If a standard exists for a piece of equipment, that equipment should be built to that standard.  Now, if you are making a piece of equipment that does not have a sanitary standard, the GR is still a great guiding document for building something for the food and dairy industry.  But without a Sanitary Standard to go with it, you will not be able to get a 3-A symbol for that item.
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3-A Sanitary Practices for Hygienic 
Processes

(2) Farm-
Based 

Practices

(3) Facility-
Based 

Environmental 
Practices

(5)-Facility-
Based 

Process 
Practices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3-A also has 10 Accepted Practices to support farm-based and faculty-based requirements for milk and food processes.2 for farm3 facility-based environmental practices5 facility-based process systems practice3-A practices are not eligible for 3-A symbols, however, with one exception, each practice is eligible for the Process Certification Program.3-A Process Certificates are intended for use by applicants that utilize a process conforming to the design, installation, or use criteria of a 3-A Accepted Practice.  The 3-A PC is available to owners of systems who desire to show proof of an independent inspection/verification of a processing system. 



3-A Symbol

➝ 3-A Symbol is a registered mark

➝ Owned and administered by 3-A 
SSI

➝ Display of a 3-A Symbol signifies 
conformance to a 3-A Sanitary 
Standard

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 3-A Symbol is a registered trademark of 3-A SSI, so if you had thoughts of, “hey I don’t need these standards, I can just stick the symbol on my parts and I’ll be good to go!” , Don’t Do It.  3-A does pursue improper symbol usage very aggressively, which they should.  The symbol is a mark of assurance, and if it gets watered down by companies just applying it haphazardly, it degrades the trust within this Sanitary Community of processors, fabricators, and regulators.



Benefits of 3-A Symbol

➝ Beneficial to all stakeholder groups. 
⇾ Regulators
⇾ Processors
⇾ Manufacturers 

➝ Is applied to equipment in compliance
➝ Indicates a credible and objective third-party verification
➝ Verifies that the equipment conforms to applicable 3-A Standard(s)
➝ Will meet applicable regulatory requirements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The symbol benefits all members of the sanitary community.  It is only applied to compliant equipment that has undergone a credible and objective third-party verification process.  The Third party verification, or TPV, is performed by a certified conformance evaluator, known as a CCE.  The CCE inspects physical samples of equipment and compares it against the applicable standard or standards.  As such, the symbol is a mark of assurance that a piece of equipment will meet the necessary regulatory requirements. 



Use of the 3-A Symbol is 
subject to terms and 
conditions of 3-A SSI.
➝ Third Party Verification (TPV) 

inspection is required
➝ Display 3-A Symbol with 

standard number

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When a symbol is displayed on a piece of equipment, it will always have the standard number listed below it, in this example 78-02.  It is not required, but is a very good practice, to also list the symbol authorization number underneath it, because that ties directly to the certificate on 3-A.org.  You can go onto 3-A’s site, type in that number, and immediate get the certificate for that symbol holder.  



Counterfeit Use of 3-A Symbol 
➝ Only licensed companies with a valid Certificate Authorization 

Number are:
⇾ Authorized to display the 3-A Symbol on equipment
⇾ Authorized to display the 3-A Symbol on marketing material

➝ Unauthorized use of the 3-A Symbol is an infringement of the 
trademark:
⇾ Shall not be displayed on unauthorized equipment
⇾ Shall not be displayed on marketing materials

➝ 3-A SSI actively pursues legal action for infringers of the 3-A 
trademark

➝ Visit 3-A website to for a list of current infringers of the symbol:
⇾ ‘Buyer Beware: False or Misleading Claims’ 
⇾ http://www.3-a.org/3-ASymbol/Buyer-Beware-False-or-Misleading-

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned before, 3-A aggressively protects this symbol.  Only licensed companies with a valid and current certificate may display the 3-A symbol on equipment or marketing material.  If 3-A catches you being bad, you go on their naughty list.  So if you come across someone a piece of equipment with a symbol on it, be sure to check they have a valid certificate.

http://www.3-a.org/3-ASymbol/Buyer-Beware-False-or-Misleading-Claim


Third Party Verification (TPV)

➝ An evaluation of compliance to a 3-A Sanitary Standard

➝ Verification by 3-A Certified Compliance Evaluator (CCE)

➝ Verification of compliance is conducted in accordance to :
⇾ 3-A Sanitary Standards, Inc
⇾ Manual For Third Party Verification

➝ Typically requires visit to equipment manufacturing location

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I said, the TPV is an evaluation of compliance to a particular 3-A Standard.  It is performed by a CCE, who is certified by 3-A to conduct these evaluations.  Note that the CCEs are independent contractors.  We are not employed by 3-A, we are not the Sanitary Police, where we run off and tell on you if we find something out of spec.  We are there to help you through the process, and 3-A wants you to succeed, they want to be able to issue you a symbol authorization.  The CCE is there to help make sure you are in compliance.  TPVs do typically require on site evaluation of equipment, though with Covid we have been performing some virtual inspections, but the key is always that the CCE gets their hands on the equipment being evaluated.What we do not evaluate is whether the equipment actually does what it is supposed to do.  For example, if you make a pump and claim it can put out 100 gallons per minute, we are not standing there with a bucket and a stopwatch to see if it actually puts out 100gpm.  That is not our role.  We are only concerned with whether or not it meets the requirements of the standard.  



TPV Process continued

➝ For each series of  equipment:
⇾ CCE to initial each criteria paragraph on a copy of the 

designation 3-A Sanitary Standard:

￫ Initial  for conformance to Standard
￫ Initial and mark with “X” for nonconformance to 

Standard 
￫ Initial and mark “N/A” for not applicable

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During the TPV, the CCE will go line by line through the standard, and initial each clause indicating compliance.  If something is out of compliance, it will be marked with an X and the manufacturer will need to correct these issues before the TPV report can be submitted.  If a clause doesn’t apply to this particular piece, it is marked with an N/A.



TPV Process continued

➝ For each series of  equipment: 
⇾ CCE to fill out a TPV Report for 3-A Symbol 

Authorization

￫ General Info – Name, address, contact, etc.
￫ Identify 3-A Sanitary Standard Number
￫ Define cleaning method for each model.
￫ Record observations and findings summary 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the CCE is satisfied the equipment meets all of the requirements of the standard, they will fill out a TPV Report identifying general information such as the company name, address, and contact, the applicable standard number, whether it is to be CIP or COP cleaned, or both, and then record a summary of any observations.  



TPV Process continued
➝ For each series of equipment:

⇾ CCE to fill out Supplement Information Sheet verifying:

￫ 3-A Standard No. is displayed with Symbol
￫ Manuals are provided for maintenance and cleaning
￫ Engineering Design and Technical Construction File 

(EDTCF) is complete
￫ Copy of current 3-A Standard is on file
￫ Quality control program is documented
￫ Rubber certificates available for all rubber parts
￫ Plastic certificates available for all plastic parts
￫ Confirm if designed for CIP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Supplemental Sheet is more or less a checklist of other things the CCE needs to verify.  Does the product properly display the symbol and standard number?  Does the owners manual provide maintenance and cleaning instructions?  Is the EDTCF complete?  Is their quality control program documented?  Are all proper material certs present?  If the equipment is marked as CIPable, did the manufacturer test and verify this?



Engineering Design and Technical 
Construction File➝ Table of Contents

➝ Copy  the 3-A Sanitary Standard 
➝ Overall drawing or general arrangement drawing 
➝ Detailed drawings, accompanied by any calculations, notes, test results
➝ Technical reports or certificates obtained competent testing body or 

laboratory
➝ Instructions for cleaning
➝ Material certifications for all materials
➝ For serial manufacturing, the internal measures that will be implemented 

to ensure that the equipment will continue to be manufactured in 
conformity to the provisions of the 3-A Sanitary Standards 

➝ Change records
➝ Copy of the 3-A Symbol Authorization

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The EDTCF is what I like to call the Everything Book.  It can be a physical binder, or it could be stored digitally, that doesn’t matter.  But it must contain each of these.  A table of contents, a copy of the applicable 3-A standards.  An overall drawing of the equipment, such as an assembly drawing.  Detail drawings of each and every component.  Test reports.   Cleaning instructions, material certs, QA programs, and finally, when issued, a copy of the certificate should be kept in here as well.  In the event alleged non-conformances arise down the road, 3-A has the right to require you to produce the EDTCF for reinspection.  



Summary

The integrity of the 3-A 
Sanitary Standards and the 3-

A Symbols relies on the 
Third-Party Verification 

program. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The integrity of the 3-A symbol and standards really does rely on the TPV program.  Coming full-circle with what I mentioned earlier, the verification process ensures that only good, cleanable, and inspectable product bears the 3-A symbol of assurance.That is all for me for today, so thank you all for your attention, hopefully I haven’t put too many of you to sleep.  We will now open it up to a Q&A session and we can field some questions.



Questions
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